A lthough targeted therapies-based on the molecular profiles of pati ents' tumors-rather than treating cancer according to its organ of origin may sound like a beautiful theory, the successes of early-stage clinical trials are putting them closer to the clinical roadmap of oncology treatments.
A study presented at the American Society of Clinical oncology in 2011 found that matching advanced cancer patients in phase I trials with targeted drugs on the basis of the molecular profiles of the patients' tumors-rather than on the tumor site-resulted in longer survival, a longer time before treatment became ineffective, and better response rates than treating patients without molecular matching. By targeting drugs at identified genetic and molecular aberrations, researchers found a 27% response rate, compared with 5% who were unmatched, according to principal investigator Apostoliamaria tsimberidou, m.D., Ph.D., an associate professor in the Department of Investigational Cancer therapeutics at the university of texas m.D. Anderson Cancer Center in houston. "It's one of the early studies exploring personalized medicine, and impressive in terms of the number of patients," said Arul Chinnaiyan, m.D., Ph.D., director of the michigan Center for translational Pathology and urology and a howard hughes medical Institute investigator at the university of michigan. "they are focused on a small number of mutations that are all well known, and in some cases, there are targeted therapies available. While they are not looking at the entire mutational landscape, I applaud them in paving the way for these types of efforts. It is a great proof of concept."
Setting a Precedent
Another study presented at the 2011 American Society of Clinical oncology meeting involved a new 14-institution lung cancer consortium based on a similar approach, testing advanced lung cancer patients for specific "driver mutations" to help physicians tailor their therapies. the consortium tested more than 1,000 newly diagnosed stage IV lung cancer patients whose cancer had returned after initial treatment for evidence of mutations and abnormalities in genes such as KrAS, eGFr, and ALK. the initial results showed that one of 10 such genetic mutations or aberrations were detected in 54% of 516 lung cancer patients tested at diagnosis, enabling doctors to either find the most appropriate drug or consider enrollment in a clinical trial.
According to richard Schilsky, m.D., professor of medicine at the university of Chicago and deputy director of the university of Chicago Comprehensive Cancer Center, stories abound involving pati ents with advanced cancer who had their tumors profiled, finding unexpected mutations leading to successful therapies. "these are power ful stories because they prove the same principle. If you find the gene or group of genes that is driving cancer progression, and interrupt that in some way, you can make a big difference," Schilsky said.
Programs Broadly Focused
A host of programs at academic medical centers are also focused on bringing personalized medicine closer to the clinic. At massachusetts General hospital in Boston, researchers developed a 15-gene panel of key oncogenic drivers, such as rAS, BrAF, PI3 kinase, and eGFr. "We developed the assay to test simultane ously in all the patients where the doctor thinks that it might be important for a standard treatment decision or in the context of participation in a clinical trial," explained Leif ellisen, m.D., Ph.D., associate professor of medicine at harvard medical School and codirec tor of the translational research Laboratory at massachusetts General.
According to ellisen, most advanced cancer patients at mass General receive this screening when "the patient's physician thinks it could make a difference in how their patient could be treated and we want to see if the patient could be a candidate for a targeted-therapy clinical trial.
"this approach allowed us to expand our phase I program and has allowed us to do the sorts of trials directed by the genotype but not the disease," he said. "We have made some surprise findings with these rare subsets of patients with mutations and oncogenes you wouldn't expect in a particular disease." other institutions are adopting this concept in different ways, he noted. "once this type of program is instituted more broadly, the question is how complex the picture will be. We know a lot about a handful of cancer driver genes, but when we start looking more broadly at not just a couple of dozen genes, but perhaps hundreds, it will test our ability to apply therapies rationally."
At the Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center in Nashville, tenn., specialists routinely test tumors from patients with non-small-cell lung cancer, melanoma, breast cancer, and colon cancer for multiple Chinnaiyan's team at the university of michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center is also taking a different, more comprehensive tack. they are conducting a trial using several technologies and a three-pronged approach, sequencing the tumor genome, exome (coding regions of the genome), and transcriptome (transcribed rNA) of advanced cancer patients to identify important mutations or other alterations, to assemble "a comprehensive profile of the mutational landscape of the patient," Chinnaiyan said.
"We're reading the genetic code of the patient's tumor and comparing it to the normal genome, looking to see if there are differences that may be actionable. It's similar to the m.D. Anderson approach, only broader and looking at the entire landscape rather than only a few mutations," he explained. the michigan researchers are also taking real-time biopsy samples of patients' tumors when cancers relapse, and another after enrollment, as opposed to only from the initial tumor. on the basis of that tumor assessment, a sequencing-tumor board of medical oncologists, pathologists, experts in genomics and bioinformatics, and others meet periodically to suggest potential clinical trials or off-label use of approved drugs. their goal is to have all this done in 4 weeks for each patient; about 70 patients have been evaluated to date.
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Brigham and Women's hospital started Profile, which uses a modified mass spectroscopy technology called oncomap to test 41 genes for 471 mutations implicated in cancer, to identify genetic alterations in patients and match them to targeted therapies most likely to be effective. the investigators have also established a database of genomic profile data for use in future research. Nearly 1,000 patients have been examined so far.
one of the project's leaders, Barrett rollins, m.D., Ph.D., chief scientific officer at Dana-Farber, admits that the scope of the project makes it expensive, and with the ability to generate so many data, quite challenging.
"only a handful of these genetic mutations have been clinically validated," he pointed out. "What is the meaning of the information we find, and how can it potentially be used? What qualifies as meaningful to the patient and to the physician? these are questions we constantly need to consider."
Challenges Remain
For all the promise of these nascent personalized-medicine approaches, they have problems and challenges, which can be both limiting and frustrating.
"oftentimes, we can't find that key mutation, or the specimen isn't good enough, or the mutations weren't actionable with a drug, or there wasn't an available trial," said Schilsky. "It can be a difficult approach, and there are skeptics. But at the same time, it can also be a very productive approach, though it won't help every patient. I've sent specimens to pathology and they've come back without any identified mutation or target." ellisen believes that drug resistance will become an important issue, as more tumor heterogeneity is seen. "that is going to be the key challenge to overcome in the setting of targeted therapy, where currently we have mostly single pathway-targeted agents. the question is, what is going to be the most effective combinations of targeted agents?" he suggested that clinical trials will increasingly emphasize treatments that target tumor genotypes and pathways, along with the site of the cancer. "What might happen is that phase I trials could be stratified," he said. "Instead of just being a toxicity trial for a number of cancers, patients could be selected and stratified as possible responders. there may be some indication how the genotype interacts with the disease type.
"We think we are moving out of the era of trials of thousands of unselected patients with drugs with which we are unsure who will benefit and into a new era where things are more selective," he said. "We can make a difference in figuring out in real time which new drugs coming along are the best applications. there is tremendous promise for centers to do translational medicine in addition to the traditional therapies."
